SAROP

1. NEED FOR SAROP Plan
2. MUST PROVIDE FOR ALL CONTACTS
3. BUT SIMPLE (DON'T OVERBURY)
4. OUTLINE GENERAL PROCEDURES (FORMS TO FACILITATE ONLY)
   - DON'T FORGET
   - SPACE TO ORGANIZE INFO
   - DOCUMENTATION
5. ADAPTABILITY
   - 5 PHASES (ONLY USE APPROPRIATE PHASES & PROCEDURES)
   - FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION

6. AUTHORITY
   - REEAD AUTH.
   - APPO NEQMC
   - AEC MISSION STAFF
   - FTL
   - SR
   - MC-1 MC; MC-2 MC; MC-3 WO
   - R.A. / FTL
   - MC AT BASE?

7. ALERT & CALLOUT
   - DO (ALSO MC TO QRT)
   - QRL TO QRT

 Assignment of Work
 - FT (QRT)
 - MC
 - SR

 Strategy
 - MC, PROBE ACT, OTHER ORG.
 - STRATEGY MAP
 - TACTICS (BREAKING DOWN)
 - MC PROGRAM, NOT SAROP

 + TASK ASSIGNMENT